Modern agent and mediator systems communicate to a multitude of Web information providers to better satisfy user requests. They use wrappers to extract relevant information from HTML responses and to annotate it with userdefined labels. A number of approaches exploit the methods of machine learning to induce instances of certain wrapper classes, by assuming the tabular structure of HTML responses and by observing the regularity of extracted fragments in the HTML structure. In this work, we propose a general approach and consider the information extraction conducted by wrappers as a special form of transduction. We make no assumption about the HTML response structure and profit from the advanced methods of transducer induction, in order to develop two powerful wrapper classes, for samples with and without ambiguous translations. We test the proposed induction methods on a set of general-purpose and bibliographic data providers and report the results of experiments.
Introduction
The World Wide Web has become an enormous information resource and a bunch of new applications rely on Web search engines, news, weather or shopping sites, in order to find and deliver information relevant to user needs. The communication with Web information providers is done by retrieving Web pages or sending cgi-requests; in either case, an application faces the problem of understanding a provider response in HTML and extracting and labeling relevant information fragments; special software components dedicated to this task are conventionally called wrappers [5, 12] .
The manual generation of wrappers is a time-consuming and error-prone task and a number of methods have addressed the automatic wrapper generation [4, 8-11, 13, 14] . These methods invoke the machine learning techniques and define the problem of wrapper generation as induction of instances of a certain wrapper class from labeled samples.
While wrapping one-value or one-slot HTML responses, such as stock values or weather forecast rarely poses serious problems to any learning program, wrapping pages with complex structure often unveils its limitations. As an example, most approaches to wrapping search engines assume the tabular form of answers and provide special treatment for different variations, like missing or multi-valued attributes. However, the assumption does not hold for search engines with sophisticated res-Ponce structure like Medline or Cora 1 .
The power of a wrapper class is crucial as more powerful classes allows one to successfully wrap more sites. In this work, we propose a general approach which makes no assumption about the response structure and consider the information extraction conducted by wrappers as a special form of transduction. Our approach is inspired by the OSTIA transducer induction method [15] which learns transducers from positive samples and pushes back the output labels to postpone translation conflicts. By analogy, in our methods we learn accurate wrapper extraction rules from positive samples which may have ambiguous labeling. In HTML pages with complex structure, extracted information can be complex and thus labels that annotate extracted fragments may have a path-like form. The result of information extraction is semistructured data, represented as a tree where each node is labeled and may have a value [5] . The extracted semistructured data can be similar, poor or richer than the structure of original HTML file; its complexity is actually driven by the user's perception and needs. The semistructured data model has a highly expressive power, it permits one to cope with all possible variations in the page structure. Figure 1 shows a sample fragment from the Computer Science Bibliography site. 2 The extracted data is shown in Figure 2 ; it has a nested structure where each tuple groups coherent information and tuples are grouped by bibliographic collections. HTML and XML. The problem of wrapping HTML pages may disappear with the wide use of XML for data exchange. However, the current expansion of XML remains essentially limited to business-to-business solutions, therefore HTML interface will remain, at least for some time in future, the principal way of interaction with thousands of Web information providers. 
Determinism in wrappers.
Applications relying on Web data require from wrappers the delivery of reliable and accurate data. For this reason, the determinism is of the prime interest in the wrapper induction. While the induction methods can be nondeterministic or stochastic, the deterministic information extraction remains a must in the wrapper generation.
Transducers
Wrappers parse input HTML strings, extract some tokens and annotate them with user labels. Thus, the information extraction conducted by a wrapper appears similar to transduction of strings of an input alphabet into strings of output alphabet [9] . Below we we remind some notions from the formal language theory and discuss the difference between transducers and wrappers.
For any string over an alphabet . In other words, translation in transducers corresponds to labeling in wrappers. One can easily establish a one-to-one mapping between outputs produced by transducers and wrappers, in the following we will use the notions of translation and labeling interchangeably.
The second, more serious difference between wrappers and transducers is in the way they treat input strings. While transducers cope with accepted input strings and their translation, the prime interest in wrappers remain the information extraction and correct labeling. As result, we develop a wrapper representation alternative to conventional transducers. Any wrapper is represented as a set of information extraction rules; it neglects the issue of input strings acceptance but addresses the correct and valid information extraction. HTML tokenization. There are different ways to tokenize HTML files, where elements use opening and closing tags to group element contents and sub-elements. Unfortunately, unlike XML, the HTML standard does not require the proper tag nesting; as consequence, the majority of real-world HTML files are not well-formed. For this reason, we consider a simple tokenization of HTML, where alphabet ¡ contains all HTML tags (both opening and closing ones) and a special token b for element contents,
; any HTML file is considered as a string over ¡ . For example, an HTML fragment <title>Home Page</title> is a sequence of three tokens, <title>,
Elementary information extracted from a tokenized HTML file can be one token or a part of token, like href attribute in an <a> element or src attribute in an <img> element. However, in the following, we assume that only element contents (denoted by b ) are extracted from a file, that is, labeled with user-defined labels, like
, while all other tokens are labeled with a dummy label w P x %
. 3 This assumption is made only for the sake of simplicity; in the general case, the algorithms can be directly extended to allowing user-defined labels on any tokens from ¡ [3] .
Example 1. Assume an information provider y generates HTML pages using the following regular structure:
The transducer is shown in Figure 3 
Induction from positive samples
To induce a wrapper for an information provider, one has to collect sample HTML pages generated by the provider; such pages form a positive sample set denoted d , from which the transducer should be induced [15] . Any element
In the case of HTML samples, e is a tokenised HTML file, pre-processed by annotating all occurences of b with labels from % . The transducer induction from a sample set consists in building a prefix tree transducer and generalizing it by merging some states. For the wrapper induction however, we modify the procedure which will build a prefix tree transducer and then infer the wrapper extraction rules from it.
For a sample set
, we define the prefix tree transducer 
<hr>e . The prefix tree transducer for d is given in Figure 4 . Unlike the prefix trees for finite-state automata which are always deterministic [1] , prefix tree transducers can be deterministic, like transducer k 5 (d ) above, or nondeterministic. Two wrapper induction algorithms introduced in the following sections are inspired by the OSTIA transducer inference method [15] . Our algorithms depend on whether the prefix tree transducer built for a sample set d is deterministic or not. First, we consider deterministic prefix tree transducers and develop a wrapper induction method based on the analysis of prefixes of labels in d and the construction of minimal prefix sets; analyzing such sets will be sufficient to detect unique labels for input tokens. Then, in Section 5 we consider the case the nondeterministic prefix tree transducers which raise the problem of ambiguous labeling; we will extend the first induction method with the combined analysis of prefixes and suffixes to disambiguate the token labeling. x
The following preposition establishes an important relationship between the determinism of a prefix tree transducer and the emptiness of intersection of reverse prefix sets. 
The preposition provides a general mechanism for the deterministic information extraction in wrappers induced from samples. Assume the proposition holds for a given set . Preposition 1 uses the full reverse prefixes for labels in d . However, full reverse prefixes is of little practical use as they can require long learning and huge sample sets. Below we propose minimal prefix sets as an alternative to full prefix sets. This alternative representation, on one side, preserves the the relationship established by Preposition 1 and, on other side, is compact and efficient in use. 
Minimal prefix index
For the entire set , first with its -prefix which satisfies the separability and completeness requirement above. Then, we can try to reduce the prefix further, till the minimality is reached. There exists an incremental procedure which constructs the minimal prefix sets for all labels in a sample set in polynomial time [2] . For the sample set d , we obtain the minimal prefix index i equals 1, and x
Nondeterministic prefix tree transducer
In the previous section, we have studied the case when the prefix tree transducer built from sample set d is deterministic. However, as we mentioned, k 5 k D d
can be nondeterministic. In such a case, Preposition 1 does not hold and analysis of token prefixes is insufficient to disambiguate the token labeling. In this section, we extend the prefixbased analysis to suffixes as well and propose a wrapper induction method that copes with non-determinism in sample sets.
Assume that two annotated samples 
For the sample set d
, we obtain the following inverse prefix sets for . Such technique corresponds to postponing the conflict resolution in sub-sequential transducers [15] . If the sample set is consistent, observing both prefixes and suffixes can provide sufficient information to disambiguate labeling in conflict cases. Beyond the case of nondeterminism in sample sets, the analysis of suffixes can be equally helpful when the minimal prefix indexes and sets obtained by the previous method are too large. In such cases, considering windows which combine prefixes and suffixes can considerably reduce the number of context tokens needed for the label disambiguation.
Similar to prefix sets, we consider the set of all suffixes for is not consistent.
Minimal window index
Preposition 2 gives a general method for the deterministic labeling when sample sets contain ambiguous translations. Similarly to the prefix case, now we introduce minimal window indexes and sets as compact alternative to the entire window sets. We will determine minimal window sets for all labels by observing the -prefixes and -suffixes, we can uniquely identify the labeling for any are defined in the way similar to the minimal prefix sets. Unfortunately, unlike the minimal prefix sets, there may exist many different minimal window sets for the same set d and finding a globally minimal one is an computationally expensive task. However, there exists a greedy algorithm that build the (locally) minimal window sets for all labels in d . For the sample set d above, we obtain the (globally) minimal window sets for
Related work
The wrapper induction problem has been intensively studied over last years [4, 6, 9, 11, 13, 14] . In [11] , Kushmerick first identified some simple classes of HTML wrappers which can be efficiently inferred from labeled samples. These classes assume a tabular structure of the response page. The wrapper inference is therefore reduced to the efficient detection of tag sequences preceding each label in such a tabular form. In [13] , a wider set of HTML wrappers is considered. Beyond the tabular forms, the method also induces wrapper grammars in cases when some missing labels are they change the appearance order on the response page. Other wrapper classes has been proposed to treat multiple-valued labels, label permutations [9] , nested labels in well-formed HTML pages [14] and disjunctions [4, 9, 13] . Some methods [9] are based on transducer-based extractors; however, because the simplifying assumptions about the page structure, none of these methods has however reached the 100% success rate.
Experiments and analysis
For experiments, we have selected 16 information providers among about 100 ones generated for Xerox's AskOnce meta-searcher (http://www.mkms.xerox.com/askonce). Se-lected providers cover two large domains, general-purpose search engines (8 sites) and bibliographic data providers (8 sites). They represent a wide range of complexity in response pages, including such different features as varying occurrences and permutations of labels, interleaving response items with advertisements, highlighting query keywords, label nesting, etc. The complexity of a site is measured by the number of labels, by the size of minimal prefix/window sets (elements of either set are called extraction rules) and by minimal prefix/windows indexes. Complex sites have numerous labels and large x and ¢ sets, and consequently, they require more samples for the accurate learning. The wrappers based on both minimal prefix and minimal window sets have been successfully generated for all sites; in other words, sample sets for all sites are consistent and deterministic. In general, for the selected set, the window-based method outperforms the prefix-based method on 11% in the learning speed, reduces the total number of rules on 6% and number of tokens needed for disambiguation in 1.6 times. which is learned like any other label; it results in halting the information extraction process. Using « ¦ h F q ¬ allows wrappers to skip the mute tails of HTML pages and thus to make the minimal prefix/window sets smaller.
For each site, {d { § 2 ± labeled samples have been prepared for the evaluation of wrapper induction process. Accuracy of learning is measured by the percentage of correctly extracted and labeled tokens from a page. For each site, 5 tests have been performed, each test consists in learning the minimal prefix/window sets from = 1,2,3,... randomly chosen samples and testing the remaining (15-) samples against the learned set. The average number (over 5 experiments) of samples needed to learn 99%-accurate prefix/window sets is reported in the table. Here we summarize some important results.
1. The second group of providers appears to be more complex than the first one.
Deja.com and Go.com are the simplest among selected providers, their results have a regular table-like form. The prefix/window sets for both sites contain one rule per each valuable label and the remaining rules, 15 and 16 respectively, cope with label w used to ignore HTML fragments before and within the answer list. 2. Many sites have a large gap between RL-m (referring always to label w ) and RLa values. This gap is particularly important for advertisement-based sites like Altavista and Excite, while it remains minimal for no-advertisement sites (Google.com, DBLP, ACM 4 and Medline).
Conclusion
We have proposed two powerful wrapper classes for mediator and agent Web systems. The wrapper generation based on the transducer induction has been tested with a number of real Web information providers. Experiments have shown a large expressive power of new wrapper classes. Experiments with such sites as IEEE and CSBiblio have been particularly helpful, as they help to establish the limits of prefix-based and window-based methods, and pure grammar-based methods in general. They show that if the perfect information extraction and labeling is required from wrappers, pure grammatical methods should be extended with non-grammatical components.
